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ENGLISH: 

Name:____________________                                Roll no: _______________ 

 

Topic: Wonderful Thing 

                                                      Chapter no: 5 

Q1. Read the given passage thoroughly and answer the questions given below.  

There was a tiny squirrel. It was climbing a high mountain. A foolish tortoise was following 

her.  There was a hard shell on his back. Suddenly a strong wind began to blow. The squirrel 

ran fast. The tortoise could not run fast so he was sad. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Who was climbing a high mountain? 

a. Tortoise 

b. Squirrel 

c. Wind  

2. What was the foolish tortoise doing? 

3. Why was the tortoise sad? 

4. Colour the one who had a hard shell on its back.  
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Q2. Do you think Amina was tricked by her overconfidence of being creative? State 

why or why not? What is your opinion on Amina frowning again and again?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Q3. How did you feel when your efforts were not noticed and appreciated? Write your 

perception about it.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Q4. Try to make a creative thing at your best with which we can decorate our class. 

 

Grammar 

Do comprehensive reading of the above mentioned lesson and then write common nouns, 

proper nouns, collective nouns, noun (numbers) and noun (genders) from the same on your 

English notebook.  
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Topic: Roundabout 

                                                  Chapter no: 6 

 Rhyming skills: 

Q1. Do comprehensive reading of the above mentioned boom poem and write the     

      rhyming words. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 Practical skills: 

Q2. Memorise the summary of the lesson and then prepare it for small presentation.  

 Thinking skills: 

Q3. Why has the poet named this poem roundabout? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Listening Skill: 

Q4. What are the things that your parents don’t allow you to do? Why do you think    

        they do so?  

 

Topic: The Pear Seed 

                                                   Chapter no: 7 

 Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  

Karl Benz invented the modern car in 1888 in Germany. Emile Roger worked for Benz in 

France. He made cars in France. By 1900, many people were building cars in France and in 

the U.S. The first company to build only cars was Panhard et Levassor in France. Panhard 

started in 1889. The Peugeot car company started in 1891 in France. In the US, Frank and 

Charles Duryea started the Duryea Motor Wagon Company in 1893. It was the first US car 

company. By 1902, Ransom E. Olds started the Olds Motor Vehicle Company. A year later, 

Henry Ford started the Ford Motor company. It produced the Cadillac. All these early  

modern cars burned gasoline or diesel fuel. Ford opened factories in France and Britain in 

1911. Then, they opened a factory in Denmark in 1923. Later, they opened a factory in 

Germany in 1925. Ford was one of the first manufacturers to use an assembly line. With an 

assembly line, factory workers could produce cars faster and safer than other production 

systems. Most modern cars still burn gasoline or diesel fuel. These cars cause air pollution. 

They get the air dirty. Now many people are looking for cleaner cars. And, many car 

companies are looking for cleaner fuels. 

1. Which company first built only cars? 

a. Benz                     b. Ford                      c. Duryea          d. Panhard. 

2. When did the Peugeot car company start? 

a. 1888                  b. 1889                          c. 1890          d. 1891 

3. Which was the first U.S car company? 

a. Ford                   b. Olds               c. Duryea          d. Cadillac 
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4. The Ford Motor Company opened a 

a. factory in Denmark in 1911       b. factory in Germany in 1925 

c. factory in Britain in 1929           d. factory in France in 1931 

 

5. What is a factory? 

  a. a place where people make things              b. a place where people recycle things           

  c. a school for car workers                             d. a school for drivers 

 

Q2. Write the theme of the story in your own words.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Q3. Complete the story mapping.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… . .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4. How do you think the king could have apologized to the poor man? Do you think 

stealing can be considered as an option if one is starving out of hunger? Make a brief 

presentation sharing your views.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title 

_______________________ 

____________________ 

Characters 

1. ____________________ 

2. ____________________ 

3. ____________________ 

4. ____________________ 

5. ____________________ 

6. ____________________ 

Setting 

The story takes place in 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q5. What is the moral of the story? What is the message that the author wants to give 

us?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Q6. Observe these pictures and form the compound words. 
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Grammar 

 Topic: Prepositions 

Q1. Circle the prepositions in the following sentences. 

1. My elder sister is proud of her handwriting. 

2. You should come with us to the park. 

3. Why did you come so early from work? 

4. Prakash came and sat beside me and my brother.  

5. Why did you hide that bag behind your back? 

6. A squirrel fell off the tree yesterday. 

7. Can you all gather around my little brother? 

8. He sat in the chair and read his book. 

9. There is a house by a lake. 

10. They stayed at the hotel during vacations. 

 

Q2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions. 

1. This shop doesn’t have the toys I was looking ___________. (up/for) 

2. The teacher divided the sweets __________ all the children. (between/among) 

3. Bruce did not fare well ____________ his examination. (in/at) 

4. The dog is grateful __________ its owner. (to/for) 

5. My brother’s anniversary is _________ 5
th
 November. (on/in) 

6. The boy __________ the store is quite young. (at/on) 

7. Mahatma Gandhi was born ___________ 2
nd

 October. (on/in) 

8. Rupert is fond ___________ muffins. (of/off) 

9. The dog jumped ____________ the sofa. (on/in) 

10.  Humpty Dumpty sat ____________ a wall. (on/at) 
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11. The police officer is ____________ the station. (at/on) 

12. The Sun will not rise ____________ 6 o’clock. (before/since) 

13. I know Jack ___________ he was a little boy. (for/since) 

14.  Priya’s house is __________ mine. (next to/after) 

15. The opponents sat ___________ to each other. (opposite/behind) 

16. The scientist looked ___________ the microscope. (through/in) 

17. I met Suhani when I was ____________ college. (in/on) 

18. I will have completed my task ___________ Friday. (till/by) 

19. There’s a rift ___________ these two kids. (between/among) 

20. The soldiers are ___________ war. (in/at) 

Q3. Underline and identify the preposition.  

Read the text given below and underline the prepositions. 

On a very hot and sunny day, a thirsty crow was flying in search of water. Due to the hot 

weather, most of the ponds had dried up. Suddenly, he saw a vessel on the ground. When he 

flew towards it, he saw there was very little water at the bottom of the vessel. While thinking 

about how he could drink that water, he saw little pebbles lying around. He started dropping 

them one by one into the vessel. After some time, the water level rose. The thirsty crow 

quenched its thirst and flew away happily. 
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Topic: Adverbs 

Q1. Read the sentences given below and underline the adverbs. 

1. The boy is too careless. 

2. The winds are very strong. 

3. The baby slept soundly. 

4. The soldiers fought the war valiantly. 

5. Joey always tries his best. 

6. Surely you are mistaken. 

7. The movie is to end soon. 

8. Your friend messaged again. 

9. I did my homework already. 

10. I was rather busy. 

11. Is your mother within? 

12. We looked for the lost puppy everywhere. 

13. We do not know her. 

14. How long is the trip? 

15. Monica seldom visits here. 

Q2. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate adverb from the table. 

Out Quickly Forward pretty too 

Before Often Once somewhat so 

1. Riya ran to her mother _____________. 

2. The scores are _________________. 

3. We have met _________________. 

4. I know him _________________ well. 

5. The baby is ________________ sleepy. 

6. The naughty boy is _____________ annoying. 
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7. My aunt comes to visit us _____________. 

8. My grandpa is ______________ better today. 

9. I met a magician _________________. 

10.  Ambition urges us ________________. 

Q3. Underline and identify the type of adverb used in each sentence. 

1. The boy practised his speech regularly. __________________________ 

2. The phone kept ringing constantly.______________________________ 

3. The people have gone out.______________________________ 

4. I have heard this story before.____________________________ 

5. Are you quite sure?_______________________________ 

6. You are driving too carelessly.____________________________ 

7. I always try my best._________________________ 

8. You are quite right.___________________________ 

9. He solved the problem quickly.__________________________ 

10.  I have heard enough.__________________________ 

11.  The boy often makes the same mistake.___________________________ 

12.  Why are you still here?_____________________________ 

13.  I could hardly recognise him.____________________________ 

14.  The little kid is too shy to sing._____________________________ 

15.  The horse galloped away._________________________________ 
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Topic: Conjunctions 

Q1. Underline the conjunctions in the following sentences. 

1. The pilot refused to take off the flight because the weather was not good. 

2. It was very cold so he took bath with hot water. 

3. We will get success if we work hard. 

4. Do you like the hills of Darjeeling or the sea of Digha? 

5. They will stick to their strike until the authority fulfils their demand. 

6. Bibek scores good marks in English, yet he cannot speak it well. 

7. I love this pillow as it is very soft. 

8. Krishna is a smart boy though he is poor. 

9. My grandfather told me that everyone should always stand by the truth. 

10.  She was having her lunch when I reached there.  

 

Q2. Join these sentences using the conjunctions given in brackets. 

      1. The Earth moves around the Sun. The Moon moves around the Earth. (and) 

      2. Mr. Roy is a rich merchant. He has to travel to many places for business. (so) 

      3. Gourab can’t participate in the race. He is injured. (because) 

      4. Sima loves chocolate. Anima loves ice-cream. (and) 

      5. He did his best. He failed. (but) 

      6. The thief ran away. The police came then. (when) 

      7. Do you prefer tea? Do you prefer green tea? (or) 

      8. Koyel bought a pen. Koyel bought a pencil. (and) 

      9. He is fighting bravely. He is wounded. (though) 

     10.You will be paid rupees 500. You do the work. (if) 
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Q3. Fill in the blanks with the correct options given in the brackets. 

1. I have eaten two bananas ______________ still feeling hungry. (but/when) 

2. Ramen___________ Sayan play football together. (so/and) 

3. Mr. Chowdhury worked day and night _____________ he became rich. (if/until) 

4. Gita’s mother scolded Gita _____________ she broke a glass. (because/that) 

5. The elephant is the biggest _____________ the giraffe is the tallest animal in the 

forest. (or/and) 

6. _____________ Eshita was waiting at the bus stop, she saw a wounded dog. 

(while/though) 

7. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose struggled ____________ India got freedom. (as/until) 

8. I like the monsoon ______________ do not like to wear raincoat. (but/when) 

9. _____________ Samir fails to pay the fee, he will not be able to sit in the 

examination. (so/if) 

10. The teacher ordered _____________ we have to submit our project tomorrow. 

(that/since)  
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Topic: Articles 

Q1. Underline the articles used in it. 

 

One day, a dog which was very hungry was crossing the street. Suddenly he saw a shop 

selling meat. Since the dog hadn’t eaten for a few days, he could not control his hunger. 

When the shopkeeper wasn’t looking, the dog took a piece of meat and ran away. The dog 

ran till it came near a clear stream to enjoy his food. As he was about to eat the meat, he saw 

his own reflection in the water. He didn’t understand that it was his own reflection in the 

clear water; he thought there was another dog with a piece of meat. So without thinking 

twice, he opened his mouth to bark at the other dog; as soon as he did that, his piece of meat 

fell into the stream. 

 

Q2. Fill in the blanks using articles ‘a’, ‘an’ or ‘the’ appropriately in the sentences given 

below. 

 

1. Sheldon is _____________ honest man. 

2. King Arthur was _____________ just king. 

3. ____________ lion let go of __________ mouse. 

4. I have fixed _________ appointment with ____________ doctor. 

5. Will you take __________ picture of us? 

6. I broke ___________ vase my brother brought. 

7. My mother has ___________ polka-dotted umbrella. 

8. The team organised _________ friendly match with _________ Presidents of both 

_______ countries. 

9. We had _________ mulberry tree in the garden. 

10. ___________ Eiffel Tower lights up at night. 

11. ___________ huge building turned to dust due to __________ earthquake. 

12. ___________ famous band Beatles is coming to Texas tomorrow. 

13. Charles Babbage is considered as __________ father of computers. 
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14. __________ famous poem ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ is written by _________ Romantic 

poet John Keats. 

15. _________ Pacific Ocean is one of ________ five oceans of __________ world. 

16. ___________ painter drew _________ life-sized portrait of Mrs Mary Poppins. 

17. My son is ___________ apple of my eye. 

18. ____________ history professor who taught us is retiring today. 

19. ____________ oranges I brought were very sour. 

20. Sharon will take ___________ train from ____________ next stop. 

 

Topic: Adjectives 

 

Q1. Read the given sentences below and circle the adjectives. 

1. The homeless beggar hasn’t eaten in days. 

2. The fox is a sly animal. 

3. Mary had a little lamb. 

4. The selfish giant didn’t allow the children to enter his garden. 

5. The foolish dog barked at its reflection and lost its food. 

6. The family didn’t have enough food for the winter. 

7. The girl is a state-level boxer. 

8. The brave army marched through the streets. 

9. I had no idea such a fantastic place existed. 

10. Some oranges are pretty sour. 

11. The ship sustained heavy damage. 

12. I have called Sam several times. 

13. The teacher called your name twice. 

14. Naomi won the second prize. 

15. I haven’t seen Mr Thomas for several days. 
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16. The soldier died a glorious death. 

17. I had an eventful day. 

18. King Solomon was a wise king. 

19. Penny saw the accident with her own eyes. 

20. What colour shirt do you like? 

 

Q2. Underline and identify the type of adjective used in the following sentences. 

 

1. Sharon will clean her messy room today.   _____________________________ 

2. My sister brought some French pastries. _______________________________ 

3. The miser lost all his money._________________________________ 

4. There haven’t been sufficient crops to sell this year.______________________________ 

5. Collecting coins is an interesting hobby.______________________________ 

6. The boy did not have any soup.______________________________ 

7. There’s no milk left in the bowl.______________________________ 

8. Either boy was present there._______________________________ 

9. This bag is heavier than the suitcase.______________________________ 

10. The white Pomeranian is very fluffy.______________________________ 

11. The food was delicious._______________________________ 

12. Whose pencil box is this?______________________________ 

13. These apples are pretty sweet.__________________________ 

14. Shiv came second in the marathon._____________________________ 

15. I saw it with my own eyes.___________________________ 

16. What a splendid piece of art!__________________________ 

17. Emily Bronte was a Victorian novelist.____________________________ 

18. The Atlantic Ocean is the largest ocean in the world.___________________________ 

19. Most children are playing.__________________________ 

20. I did not find those books.________________________ 
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Topic: Verbs 

 

Q1. Read the following sentences and select the correct form of the verb given in   

       brackets. 

 

1. Rita ________________ a mile every day. (run/runs) 

2. The dogs _________________ all night. (barks/bark) 

3. The cat ___________________ the snake. (catch/caught) 

4. We __________________ in the park in the evenings. (play/plays) 

5. Mia _________________ school yesterday. (went/go) 

6. Sheela _______________ to be a Police Officer when she grows up. (want/wants) 

7. Mahesh _______________ back to his mother. (ran/run) 

8. Amy _________________ very fast. (walk/walks) 

9. You can _______________ with us. (come/came) 

10. They ________________ to a picnic together. (went/go) 

11. Have you ______________ the baby? (see/seen) 

12.  Hannah Montana _______________ so well. (sing/sung) 

13. The bird _______________ away from the cage. (flew/flown) 

14. I _________________ a letter for my friend. (write/wrote) 

15. The friends ________________ back from the trip. (drove/drive) 

16. Did you ______________ anything? (do/done) 

17. They _________________ till late evening. (plays/played) 

18. Can you _________________ well? (swim/swam) 

19. Cheetahs __________________ very fast. (run/ran) 

20. My brother and I _________________ every day. (talk/talks) 
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Q2. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of helping verbs (is/am/are). 

 

1. Penny _______________ my sister. 

2. I _____________ very interested in the new project. 

3. We ______________ best friends. 

4. Vinit ______________ my friend since class 2. 

5. ______________ you happy here? 

6. ____________ this your book? 

7. I ______________ going to meet my granny today. 

8. _____________ you aware of this poem written by William Shakespeare? 

9. India ____________ a secular country. 

10. The children _____________ studying for their exams. 

11. The boy ____________ very mischievous. 

12. I _____________ feeling very sleepy. 

13. The dog ___________ barking at the stranger. 

14. The cats ____________ fighting for food. 

15. ____________ you sure what you said is true? 
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SCIENCE: 

Name:____________________                                Roll no: _______________  

 

Topic: Precious Soil 

                                                  Chapter no: 2 

Q1.  Answer the following in one line. 

a) Clay:____________________________________________________________________. 

b) Soil: ____________________________________________________________________. 

c) Sand: ___________________________________________________________________. 

Q2. Fill in the blanks: 

1. Manure increases the ____________________ of soil. 

2. Clayey soil is fine and __________________ in nature. 

3. ________________ are present at lower layer of the soil. 

4.________________ soil is good for growth of plants. 

5. Earth is the only planet where ________________ exists. 

Q3. Match each of the different types of soil to its correct picture. 
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Q4. Choose the correct option. 

1. Rocks break into smaller pieces due to 

a)  Force of owing water     b) Weather changes     c) Force of wind    d)All of these 

2. Which of these are lightest? 

a) Humus   b) Sand    c) Clay    d) Gravel 

3. Which of these animals live in the soil? 

a) Earthworm    b) Owl      c) Butterfly      c) All of these 

4. Which of these has smallest pieces? 

a) Clay soil     b) Sandy soil      c) Humus    d) Loam 

Q5. State True or False. 

1. Long ago there was only soil in earth, and no rocks.___________ 

2. Humus is made from rocks. ___________ 

3. We depend on soil for most of our needs.__________ 

4. Clay has the largest piece of rocks____________ 
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Topic: Space World 

                                                   Chapter no: 3 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

1. The force that attracts a body towards centre of earth is called  _____________. 

2. A vehicle used to travel in space _____________. 

3. Space has __________ gravity. 

4. Special clothes worn by astronauts are known as________________. 

5. Moon is a _____________________. 

Q2. Choose the correct option. 

1. The large holes present on the surface of the moon are called 

    a ) craters            b) asteroids        c) comets         d) none of these 

2. The blanket of air that surrounds the earth is called 

    a) hydrosphere    b) lithosphere     c) atmosphere    d) gravity 

3. Spacesuits are richly supplied with 

    a) Carbon dioxide    b) Sulphur dioxide     c) Oxygen       d) Nitrogen 

4. We weigh less on the moon because of 

    a) Less gravity       b) More gravity     c) Less weight   d) None of these  
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Q3. Find out the different facts about the Columbia's I'll fated voyage. 

1. Date and place of lift off._____________________________________ 

2. Number of astronauts on board. __________________________________ 

3. Number of days it stayed in space. ________________________________ 

4. Height at which it lost contact.________________________________ 

5. Date of return journey. ________________________ 
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Topic: Our Environment 

                                                   Chapter no: 5 

Q1. Fill in the balnks. 

  1. Addition of harmful substances such as smoke, wastes and chemicals to the environment   

      leads to ______________________. 

  2. House hold and industrial wastes cause_____________________. 

  3. Everything that surrounds us is called _____________________. 

  4. The environment affects our_____________________________. 

  5. Environment includes both _______________and ______________. 

Q2. Match the following. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3. 
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List the five methods to keep our environment clean. 

   1.______________________________________________________________. 

   2.______________________________________________________________. 

   3.______________________________________________________________. 

   4.______________________________________________________________. 

   5.______________________________________________________________. 

Q4. Choose the correct option. 

   1. Pollution is of ____________________ types. 

       a. nine           b. three            c. six       d. four 

   2. Water pollution causes diseases like 

      a. Typhoid and Diarrhea      b. Asthama and bronchitis     c. Stroke and Cardiac arrest  

      d. None of these 

   3. Global warming is caused due to increase in 

      a. Oxygen      b. Carbondioxide    c. Nitrogen    d. Dust particles 

   4. Environment in villages is much cleaner as compared to cities due to 

     a. Cleaniness   b. large area covered with trees   c. large area is polluted     d. All of these 
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Topic: Light, Sound And Force 

                                                   Chapter no: 4 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

    1. Shadow is always _______________ in colour. 

    2. Sun is the major source of ________________. 

    3. Sound is of _____________ types. 

    4. All sounds are produced by _____________ objects. 

Q2. Match the following. 

    1. We hear sound with                        a. dark image 

    2. Fire crackers                                   b. force                  

    3. Push or pull                                    c. ears 

    4. Shadow                                          d. unpleasant sound 

Q3. Identify the following. 

    1.  I am dark in colour and my size changes from time to time in a day ______________. 

    2. I am the one who helps the sound to travel_____________. 

    3. I am the one who helps you to see this beautiful world __________. 

    4. I am the one who has tendency to change shape and motion an object______________. 
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Q4. Define the following. 

    1. Light: _________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________. 

    2. Sound: ________________________________________________________________ 

     ________________________________________________________________________. 

 

Q5. Give the reasons for the following. 

     a. Why shadow is larger in size during the dawn? 

   Ans._____________________________________________________________________ 

    ________________________________________________________________________. 

     b. Why cannot we hear anything on the surface of moon? 

   Ans._____________________________________________________________________ 

    ________________________________________________________________________ 

    ________________________________________________________________________. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES: 

Name:____________________                                Roll no: _______________  
 

Topic: Bengaluru And Karnataka 

                                                   Chapter no: 3 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Bengaluru is located in ____________________ Karnataka. 

2. Bengaluru was earlier known as _______________________. 

3. Bengaluru is capital city of __________________________. 

4. Bengaluru is also known as the ______________________ hub of India. 

5. Bengaluru is located in the ______________________ part of India. 

6. Bengaluru is also known as the _________________ valley of India. 

7. Bengaluru lies in the region of the __________________ Plateau. 

8. _______________ is the coolest month and ______________ is the hottest month of    

   Bengaluru. 

9. The city receives heavy rainfall during the months of _______________ and 

____________________. 

10. _________________ is the main language of Bengaluru. 

11. The important festival of the city is __________________. 

12. ____________________ is the popular language of the Bengaluru. 

13. _____________________ is the popular sweet dish of Bengaluru. 

14. Bengaluru is also known as the city of ___________________________. 

15. The famous tourist spot of Bengaluru is _________________________. 
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Q2. Draw a map of Karnataka and locate Bengaluru on the same.  
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Q3. Match the following. 

1. IT hub                                                           Indian Space Research Organisation  

2. Climate                                                         3rd largest city of India 

3. Sankranti                                                      Tourist spot 

4. Kannada                                                       Bengaluru  

5. Bengaluru                                                     Festival 

7. Cubbon Park                                                 Language  

8. ISRO                                                             Moderate  

 

 HYDERABAD  

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Hyderabad is the capital of ______________________. 

2. ___________________ is the tributary of River Krishna. 

3. Hyderabad is also known as the city of ____________________. 

4. The __________________ of weaving is practiced in Hyderabad. 

5. ___________________ is situated on the southern part of India. 

6. Summer is quite _________________ in Hyderabad. 

7. Winters are very _________________ in Hyderabad. 

8. _____________ and _____________ are widely spoken languages in Hyderabad. 

9. The other popular languages of Hyderabad are _________________ and 

____________________. 

 

10. The traditional Hyderabadi dress is _________________ and __________________ for 

men. 
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11. ___________________ and _________________ is the traditional dress for women. 

12. ____________________ is the famous dish of Hyderabad. 

13. Famous tourist places of Hyderabad are _________________ and___________________. 

14. The famous sweets of Hyderabad are _________________ and ____________________. 

15. Falaknuma Palace is located in __________________________. 

Q2. Name the following food items according to their respective states. 
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Q2. Draw a map of Telangana and locate Hyderabad on the same. 
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Q3. Match the following.  

    1. Hussain Sagar Lake                         Tributary of River Krishna  

    2. Biryani                                              Language  

    3. Telugu                                               Tourist spot 

    4. City of Pearls                                    Famous dish 

    5. River Musi                                        Famous monument 

    6. Char Minar                                        Hyderabad  
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Topic: Early Humans 

                                                   Chapter no: 5 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

  1. Early Humans lived in a __________________________. 

  2. The first animal to be tamed by early Humans was _____________________. 

  3. Early Humans learnt that fire could be produced by rubbing two ____________ together.  

  4. The early Humans moved from place to place to gather____________________. 

  5. The clothes of early Humans were made of _______________________. 

  6. The first tools of early Humans were made of ___________________. 

  7. The discovery of __________________ changed the life of early Humans. 

  8. Rubbing two stones produced____________________. 

  9. Most of the caves had ___________________ on the walls. 

 10. Early Humans were called_________________________. 

Q2. Define the given terms. 

 1. Paleolithic Age__________________________________________________________ 

   ________________________________________________________________________ 

 2. Mesolithic Age___________________________________________________________ 

   ________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. Neolithic Age____________________________________________________________ 

  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 4. Community______________________________________________________________ 

  _________________________________________________________________________ 
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 5. Archeologists ____________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

Q3. State whether the given statements are True or False. 

 1. Early Humans used tools for hunting animals, growing crops.__________________ 

 2. Stone axes were used for hunting animals.____________________ 

 3. Early Humans first saw fire  when lightning struck houses.____________________ 

 4. Early Humans found that fire could be produced by striking two dry stones together. 

 __________________ 

 5. Insects, worms weren't eaten by early Humans._______________ 

 6. Early Humans drew colorful pictures and hunting scenes on the walls of the caves. 

 _______________ 

 7. Food, clothing and shelter aren't the basic needs of human beings._______________ 

 8. Early Humans had houses to protect them from wild animals.__________________ 

 9. Early Humans learnt that plants grew out of the seeds. __________________ 

 10. Early Humans used to draw pictures on the soil.___________________ 

Q4. Describe the given picture in your own words. 
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Topic: The Story of Wheel 

                                                     Chapter no: 7 

Q1. Define the given terms. 

 1. Discovery________________________________________________________________ 

 2. Invention________________________________________________________________ 

 3. Potter___________________________________________________________________ 

 4. Achievement_____________________________________________________________ 

 5. Evolution________________________________________________________________ 

Q2. Fill in the blanks. 

 1. The invention of wheel took place during the _________________Age. 

 2. The invention of _____________________ made hunting easier. 

 3. Early Humans baked clay___________________ to store the liquids. 

 4. ___________________ were made by early Humans to carry load across the rivers. 

 5. The wheel was used for ______________ and _________________. 

 6. The Potter's wheel was used to make _____________________. 

 7. Early Humans hunted___________________ for food. 

 8. Early Humans realised that the seeds can grew better on the soft of __________________. 

 9. First human settlements grew beside __________________ and ____________________. 

 10 With the invention of__________________, the wheels moved even faster. 

 11. A light vehicle called___________________ was also invented. 

 12. __________________ animals guarded farms and cattle. 

 13. The _________________ of sheep kept early humans warm. 
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 14. Horses helped early humans to ____________________ the field. 

 15. Wooden planks used by Early Humans were known as _______________________. 

Q2. Correct the given statements if needed. 

 1. The wooden planks used by early humans were known as wheel. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 2. The wheel was used for making ropes. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. A light vehicle cart was invented during old Stone Age. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 4. Dogs were used to drag the carts from place to another. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 5. The first wheel was discovered about 7,000 years ago. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 6. The wheel was used for making pottery out of sand. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 7. With the invention of spokes the wheel moved slower. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 8. Wheel was also used for spinning. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 9. The wheel used for pottery was known as the Crafter's Wheel. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 10. Wheel also began to be used in machines such as wind mill. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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MATHEMATICS:  

Name:____________________                                Roll no: _______________  

 

Topic: Time 

                                                     Chapter no: 2 

1. Write the time shown in the following clocks in two ways. 
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Q2. Write the time using a.m or p.m. 

 i) 5 hours before noon._______________ 

 ii) Quater to 3 in the afternoon.______________ 

 iii) 4 o 'clock in the evening.________________ 

 iv) 15 minutes before midnight.______________ 

 v) Half past 8 in the evening.______________ 

 vi) 7 o 'clock after noon._______________ 

 vii) Quarter past 10 in the morning._____________ 

Q3. Tick the correct option. 

 i) Sahil takes bath for (10 minutes/ 10 hours/days). 

 ii) I study for (6 months/ 6 hours/ 6 days). 

 iii) Winter break is for (2 months / 2 years/ 2 weeks). 

 iv) You play for about (1minute/ I hour/ 1 day). 

Q4. Write the following dates in numerals. 

 i) June 22, 2009 

________________________________________________________ 

ii) May 9, 1998 

________________________________________________________ 

iii)  October 12, 2024 

________________________________________________________ 
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Q5. Convert the following into days.  

i) 7 weeks 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 10 months 10 days 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

iii) 3 weeks 6 days 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q6. Convert the following into months. 

i) 4 years 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 6 years 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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iii) 2 years 2 months. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q7. Convert the following into hours. 

i) 5 days 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 9 days 2 hours 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q8. Convert the following into minutes. 

i) 8 hours 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 6 hours 12 minutes 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Topic: Geometry And Patterns 

                                                 Chapter no: 5 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

i) A ___________ extends endlessly from both sides. 

ii) A _____________________ has its opposite sides equal  

iii) A _____________ has fixed length. 

iv) A line which is not straight is called __________________line. 

v) A sphere has _________________ corners. 

vi) A triangle has ________________sides. 

vii) A point shows a definite ___________________. 

viii) A line segment has __________________ end points. 

ix) All four sided figures are called _____________________. 

Q2.Study the pattern and fill in the blanks.  

i) 1,3,5,7, _________,__________ ,_________,________ 

ii) A, D, G, J,  _________, ___________, _________, _________ 

iii) 3, 6, 9, 12,__________,____________,_________,__________ 

iv) 11, 22, 33, 44,__________,____________,___________,___________ 
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Q3. Complete the table.  

 

Q4. Draw line segments of length. 

i) 4.3 cm                                                     ii) 7.1 cm 
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Q5. Name the shape of the following objects. 
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Q6. Tick the open figures and cross the closed figures. 
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Topic: Measurement 

                                                    Chapter no: 4 

Q1.Convert the measurements and fill in the blanks. 

   i) 3 m 56 cm ____________________cm. 

   ii) 2 km 387 m = _________________m. 

   iii) 7 l 200 ml = __________________ml. 

   iv) 2 kg 220 g = _________________g. 

Q2. How much weight should be added to the following to make them 1kg? 

  i) 500g ___________________ 

  ii) 800g ___________________ 

  iii) 350g ___________________ 

  iv) 150g___________________ 

Q3.What is the difference in weight between 2kg 750 g and 750 g? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q4. Convert the following. 

i) 6 km into metres. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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ii) 2000 g into kg  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

iii) 2 l into milliliters 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

iv) 2 m into cm 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q5. Match the following. 
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Q6. Add the following. 

i) 11 km 91 m and 20 km 120m 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 46 kg 225 g and 16 kg 230g 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

iii) 30 l 150 ml and 80 l 185 ml 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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GK: 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 

1. Which is a smallest bird in the world? 

 Ans: Bee hummingbird. 

2. How many hours are there in a day? 

 Ans: 24 hours.  

3. What is the name of the largest moon of Saturn? 

 Ans: Titan. 

4. Which is the hottest planet in our Solar system? 

  Ans: Venus.  

 5. Who invented the Light Bulb? 

  Ans: Thomas Alva Edison.  

6. Where is Taj Mahal located in India? 

 Ans: Agra (UP). 

7. Which is the national sport of India? 

 Ans:  Hockey. 

8. Which state in India has the maximum population? 

 Ans:  Uttar Pradesh.  

 9. Who is the current president of India? 

Ans: Droupadi Murmu. 

10. Name the instrument that is used to measure the winds speed. 

 Ans: Anemometer.  
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 11. Name the biggest part of the brain. 

  Ans: Cerebrum.    

 12. How many bones does a new born baby have? 

   Ans: 300 bones.    

13. Name the largest ocean in the world. 

 Ans: Pacific Ocean. 

14. Name the largest country in the world in terms of area? 

 Ans: Russia.  

15. What is the young one of Kangaroo called? 

Ans: Joey. 
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URDU: 

Name:____________________                                Roll no: _______________  
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